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WARNING
  Never attempt to disassemble or reassemble a firearm unless you are 
absolutely certain that it is empty and unloaded. Visually inspect the 
chamber, the magazine and firing mechanism to be absolutely certain 
that no ammunition remains in the firearm. Disassembly and reas-
sembly should follow the manufacturer’s instructions. If such instruc-
tions are not immediately available, contact the manufacturer to see 
if they are available. If they are not available at all, then you should 
consult other reference sources such as reference books or persons with 
sufficient knowledge. If such alternative sources are not available and 
you have a need to disassemble or reassemble the firearm, you should 
proceed basing your procedures on common sense and experience with 
similarly constructed firearms.
  With regard to the use of these tools, the advice of Brownells Incor-
porated is general. If there is any question as to a specific application 
it would be best to seek out specific advice from other sources and not 
solely rely on the general advice and warnings given.
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PARTS LIST:

 1) #080-026-001 Plastic Butt Stock Holder
 2) #080-026-002 Adjustable, Upright, Forearm
 3) #080-026-003 Fixed, Upright, Butt Stock
 4) #080-026-004 Fixed, Upright, Adjustment Bolt
 5) #080-026-005 5⁄16" x 51⁄2" Hex Bolts with Nuts (2)
 6) #080-026-006 Wood Base

  You have just unpacked the finest, low-cost checkering cradle available. 
For your greatest pleasure and satisfaction in using it, may we suggest you 
read - and follow - the suggestions below.

HOW TO USE
  By assembling the rear cup end first, you can easily determine the proper 
set of holes that are to be used for the adjustment end.
  Be sure to allow sufficient length between the end pieces for your stock 
and the adjustable bolt/plate for the butt.
  Securely clamp the cradle to a bench or into a good, substantial vise.
  Both end blocks are fitted with hard wood dowel pins to prevent the 
end from turning when pressure is applied to the stock mounted between 
them.
  The two center holes in the base piece are for checkering shotgun stocks, 
forends and pistol grips. Simply move the cup end to these two holes and 
adjust the adjustable end to accommodate the stock.
  When checkering a finished stock, ALWAYS pad the cup with heavy cloth 
or leather to prevent scratching/marring the stock. If you are using the 
cradle to inlet or sand your stock, the padding is not necessary. But, it is 
advisable to protect your stock after final sanding.
  For complete information on finishing, carving or checkering the stock, 
you will find the following books very helpful:

Gunstock Carving and Checkering, Monty Kennedy - (#825-003-000)
Gunsmithing, Roy Dunlap - (#825-002-000)
Gunsmith Kinks® (#108-001-001), Gunsmith Kinks® II (#108-001-002), Gun-
smith Kinks® III (#108-001-003),Gunsmith Kinks® IV (#108-000-001),  Gun-
smith Kinks® 4 Book Set (#108-000-002).

  These books and complete selection of checkering tools, carving tools,  in-
letting tools, checkering patterns and other stockmaker’s accessories - plus 
a complete line of stock fittings and finishes are available from Brownells, 
Inc.  And, don’t forget ACRAGLAS®, ACRAGLAS-GEL® and STEEL BED®, the 
finest and most accurate ways to bed a stock.
  With a small amount of care and maintenance, our checkering cradle will 
give you years of trouble-free service and enjoyment.
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200 S. Front St.  Montezuma, IA 50171
800-741-0015 or 641-623-4000 • www.brownells.com

World’s Largest Supplier of 
Firearms Accessories and Gunsmithing Tools.™


